Forest School Programme

Year Group
Tiger Cubs

Term
Autumn 2
Summer 1

Meerkats

Summer 1

Penguins

Spring 1

Otters

Autumn 1

Curriculum Focus
Understanding the World
 Explore the natural world around them
 Describe what they see, hear and feel
 Recognise some environments that are different from the one in which
they live
Understand the effect of changing seasons on the natural world around them.
Plants (linking to science unit)
 Identifying common flowering plants and different types of tree
(deciduous, evergreen).
 Look at the structure of common flowering plants
 Plant our own seeds and saplings to look after and make
observations of.
Geography (fieldwork)
 Create map of school grounds and produce a key looking at different
types of ground cover.
Science (animals and their habitats)
 Identify animal tracks and animals local to the area.
 Create bird homes (nests/ houses) and bird feeders and investigate
which foods the birds prefer.
History (Stone Age)
 Create Stone Age shelters
 Make papooses and string out of nettles
 Make spears using sticks
 Use flints to create a spark and make a fire
 Made homemade soup and bread using stone age tools


Geography
Created a sun dial to track the path of the sun

Komodo Dragons

Autumn 1

Orangutans

Spring 2

Jaguars

Summer 2

 Autumn equinox
History (Mayans)
 Made pyramids from logs
 Created blowpipes that Mayans used to hunt rainforest animals
 Made Mexican hot chocolate and Mexican flatbreads filled with
vegetables
 Made Mayan pendants from clay based on Mayan gods
 Made a Mayan tepee from 6 poles and some rope
 Whittle sticks to make Mayan tools
Geography
 Created a sun dial to track the path of the sun
 Autumn equinox
History (Romans)
 Forage for items of food the Romans would have eaten
 Make an aqueduct to transport water from one area to another
 Build a section of road using Roman methods
Science (Animals including humans)
 Finding items in the forest at different stages of their life cycles, e.g.
seeds, dead leaves on the ground
 Plant saplings
Geography
Use of natural resources for settlement
Locating water
Locating food
Science
Animals including humans – healthy lifestyle – diet
DT
cook a meal

